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Abstract
Normal aging is characterized by brain glucose metabolism decline predominantly in the prefrontal cortex. The goal of the present study was to assess whether this change was associated with age-related alteration of white matter (WM) structural integrity and/or functional connectivity. FDG-PET data from 40 young and 57 elderly healthy participants from two research centres (n=49/48 in Centre 1/2) were analyzed. WM volume from T1-weighted MRI (Centre 1), fractional anisotropy from diffusion-tensor imaging (Centre 2), and resting-state fMRI data (Centre 1) were also obtained. Group comparisons were performed within each imaging modality. Then, positive correlations were assessed, within the elderly, between metabolism in the most affected region and the other neuroimaging modalities. Metabolism decline in the elderly predominated in the left inferior frontal junction (LIFJ). LIFJ hypometabolism was significantly associated with macrostructural and microstructural WM disturbances in long association fronto-temporo-occipital fibers, while no relationship was found with functional connectivity. The findings offer new perspectives to understand normal aging processes and open avenues for future studies to explore causality between age-related metabolism and connectivity changes.
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1. Introduction

In vivo cross-sectional $^{18}$FDG-PET studies in normal healthy individuals have consistently shown decreased cerebral glucose metabolism with age, with a differential effect across brain regions, the frontal cortex showing the greatest effects (Moeller et al., 1996; Petit-Taboué et al., 1998; Garraux et al., 1999; Herholz et al., 2002; Zuendorf et al., 2003; Kalpouzos et al., 2009; Hsieh et al., 2012). The most frequently reported areas are the ventral and dorsal lateral prefrontal / inferior frontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal areas and precentral and perisylvian areas. Decreased metabolism is also reported, though less consistently, in the caudate nuclei and the (superior) lateral temporal cortex. The neurophysiological mechanisms underlying these metabolic changes with age are still unknown. It is possible however that connectivity disruption is involved.

Indeed, normal aging process is also characterized by changes within the WM. In addition to WM hyperintensities (e.g. Maillard et al., 2012), structural and functional connectivity changes occur and alterations of WM tract integrity have been consistently reported. Thus, histopathological studies have shown age-related loss of myelinated fibers and degeneration of myelin in the WM (Peters, 2002; Marner et al., 2003). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allows in-vivo investigation of WM microstructure integrity (Le Bihan, 2003) with fractional anisotropy (FA) being the best established DTI indices for the quantification of structural integrity and connectivity. DTI studies in normal aging have reported significant decrease in FA in the whole brain (Rovaris et al., 2003), with greater FA decline in frontal compared to posterior WM regions (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000, 2005; Abe et al., 2002; Salat et al., 2005; Ota et al., 2006; Sullivan et al., 2006). In general, an anterior-posterior gradient is found, for example with the genu of the corpus callosum being more significantly altered than the splenium (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2001; Kochunov et al., 2007, 2012). Also, highest rates of decline are reported for the late thinly myelinated associative tracts, while the
thickly myelinated motor and sensory tracts are more resistant to normal aging processes (Tang et al., 1997; Bartzokis et al., 2001, 2003, 2004; Kochunov et al., 2007), giving rise to the developmental theory. In addition to microstructure changes, macroscopic changes in WM structural integrity can also be assessed using T1-weighted MRI and measures of WM volume for example using voxel-based morphometry (VBM; Good et al., 2001). Thus, voxelwise WM volume decrease with age has been reported in the frontal lobe, optic radiations, and posterior limb of internal capsule (Good et al., 2001). Finally, in addition to these WM structural changes, resting-state fMRI studies in normal aging consistently reported functional connectivity disruption with age specifically along the anterior-posterior axis of the brain (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Meunier et al., 2009; Biswal et al., 2010; Grady et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Mevel et al., 2012), though they mainly focused on midline structures of the default mode network (Raichle et al., 2001).

To further understand the processes underlying age-related brain changes, it seems of particular interest to assess whether there is any relationship between cerebral metabolism decline with age, and alterations in structural and functional WM connection tracts. It is likely that glucose metabolism may impact on myelin integrity as reflected by FA measurements as maintaining myelin is energy demanding; conversely, myelin disruption is expected to impact on metabolism and functioning of connected brain regions (Bartzokis, 2004). The density and volume of WM fibers, that probably influences both FA and VBM measures of WM volume, are also very likely to impact on the projection sites; it has been shown for example in Alzheimer’s disease that the profile of hypometabolism is at least partly due to disconnection processes, i.e., disruption of WM tracts that project to these metabolically affected regions (Villain et al., 2008, 2010a). Finally, local metabolic dysfunction may be due to, or may lead to, disruption in the functional connectivity with distant brain regions.
Although showing a correlation between two processes does not allow to infer causality between these processes, assessing the relationships between brain metabolism in regions typically affected by normal aging on the one hand, and structural and functional connectivity on the other hand, is a first step to further our understanding of the physiological mechanisms underlying age-related metabolic decline. A few studies assessed the links between microstructural WM changes and metabolism (Kochunov et al., 2009; Inoue et al., 2008; Kuczynski et al., 2010), but there has been no study to date that used a multimodal approach to assess whether metabolism decrease with age is related to microscopic or macroscopic structural or functional connectivity changes.

The objective of the present study was thus to assess the relationships between age-related grey matter (GM) decrease of glucose metabolism measured with FDG-PET, focusing on the region with the strongest effect, and macrostructural (with VBM-WM volume), microstructural (with DTI), and functional (with resting-state fMRI) connectivity voxelwise throughout the whole brain.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

The study included 97 healthy participants separated in young (<40 years old) and elderly (>60 years old) individuals pooled across two research centres (Centre 1 = Caen in France, and Centre 2 = Mainz in Germany) in the framework of a tripartite collaborative project that already gave rise to a publication (Bastin et al., 2012). Participants showed normal performances for age in a battery of neuropsychological tests, had no clinical evidence of psychiatric or neurological disorders, no severe brain lesion on T2-weighted or FLAIR MRI images, were free of medication that could affect cognitive functioning, and reported being in
good health. All participants gave informed consent to cognitive and neuroimaging assessments, which were approved by the local ethics committee in each centre. The number of participants per group and centre and their corresponding demography are provided in Table 1. All participants from both centres had an FDG-PET scan. Structural T1-MRI images from Centre 1 were used to assess WM volume as a reflect of WM macroscopic structural integrity. DTI-FA data were available in all individuals from Centre 2, allowing to assess WM microscopic structural integrity. Finally, resting-state fMRI data were available from all individuals from Centre 1, allowing to measure functional connectivity.

2.2. Neuroimaging data acquisition

2.2.1 FDG-PET data

In both centres, PET data were acquired under standard resting conditions after participants had fasted for at least 6h. In Centre 1, a 10-min PET scan was acquired on a Discovery RX VCT 64 PET/CT device (General Electric Healthcare) about 50 min after intravenous injection of 180 MBq FDG. The device has a resolution of 3.76 x 3.76 x 4.9 mm (field of view = 157 mm). Images were reconstructed with a resultant voxel size of 2.7 x 2.7 x 3.27 mm. In Centre 2, a 15-min PET scan was acquired in list mode on a Philips Gemini TF PET/CT scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, NL) about 30 min after intravenous injection of approximately 150 MBq FDG. The PET camera has an axial field of view of 18 cm and an axial resolution of 4.7 mm. Images corrected for scatter and attenuation were reconstructed to 5 mm slices. In each centre, brain metabolic activity was measured during quiet wakefulness with eyes closed and ears unplugged.
2.2.2. MRI data

MRI was performed within three months of the PET exam. Subjects were equipped with earplugs and their heads were stabilized with foam pads to minimize head motion. In Centre 1, images were acquired on a Philips (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) Achieva 3T scanner. In Centre 2, data acquisition was performed on a Siemens Trio 3T scanner.

2.2.3. T1-weighted structural MRI

A T1-weighted anatomical image was obtained in all participants of both Centres. In Centre 1, high-resolution T1-weighted images were obtained using the 3D fast field echo sequence (3D-T1-FFE sagittal; repetition time = 20 ms, echo time = 4.6 ms, 170 slices; slice thickness 1 mm, field of view = 256 mm, matrix size 256x256). In Centre 2, acquisition was performed with the following parameters: repetition time = 1170 ms, echo time = 2.38 ms, 244 slices, slice thickness 0.82 mm, field of view = 210 mm, matrix size 256x256.

2.2.4. DTI data

In Centre 2, diffusion-weighted images were also obtained in all young and elderly participants. Images were obtained using a diffusion-weighted single-shot spin-echo echoplanar based sequence (30 directions; b=1000 s/mm²; matrix 128x128; section thickness, 3mm; voxel size, 1.5x1.5x3 mm; repetition time = 7100 ms, echo time = 102 ms).

2.2.5. Resting-state fMRI data

In Centre 1, resting-state fMRI time series were obtained in all young and elderly participants using an interleaved 2D T2*SENSE (SENSitivity Encoding) echo-planar imaging sequence (2D-T2*-FFE-EPI axial, SENSE factor = 2; repetition time = 2382 ms; echo time = 30 ms; flip angle = 80°; 42 slices; slice thickness = 2.8 mm; no gap; in-plane resolution = 2.8 × 2.8
mm²; 280 volumes). During the acquisition, subjects were asked to relax, lie still in the scanner and keep their eyes closed while not falling asleep. The first six volumes were discarded due to saturation effects.

2.3. Image preprocessing and analyses

A schematic overview of all preprocessing steps for all imaging modalities is provided in Figure 1. In brief, all images from a same individual were coregistered together and spatially normalized using the same normalization parameters. These parameters were obtained from the corresponding coregistered structural T1-MRI, that was itself segmented and spatially normalized to the MNI stereotactic space using the VBM5.1 toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de), implemented in the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 5 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Modality-specific steps were then performed as described below and in the Figure 1, and all images were smoothed and masked before being included in the statistical analyses.

2.3.1. FDG-PET data preprocessing

For FDG-PET data, a “double-scaling” method was applied to erase the effects of centre (see Supplementary Figure 1): first, in order to control for individual variation in global FDG uptake, each normalized PET image was divided by the values extracted from a region of interest in the pons. Then the resulting individual PET images were divided, voxelwise, by the mean of all PET images from the corresponding centre to account for inter-centre effects. Note that applying the second scaling allowed to annihilate any main effect of centre while group effects remained unchanged (data not shown). Images were then masked to include only voxels with values higher than 80% of the mean of each centre (PET-mask), then
smoothed and masked (see below for smoothing and masking steps common to all imaging modalities).

PET data were not corrected for partial volume effects (PVE) in the main analyses of this article. This is usually the case in multi-centre studies because PVE-correction relies on the GM segments issued from T1-MRI images so that it may induce an additional bias in PET images due to inter-centre differences in the quality of MR images and resulting segments. In the present study, the GM-WM contrast of T1-MRI images and consequently the GM segments were very different between both centres so that the PVE-correction would have introduced a significant bias in the analyses. However, complementary analyses were conducted to ensure that the results were not merely a reflect of atrophy (see below Complementary analyses in the Result section).

2.3.2. Structural MRI data preprocessing: WM volume maps

The WM segments issued from the structural MRI data using the VBM5.1 routine were modulated to correct for non-linear warping so that values in resultant images were expressed as volume corrected for brain size. Resultant images were smoothed and masked (see below). As explained above for PVE correction and GM segments, the segmentation of T1-MRI images allowing to obtain WM segments depends on the GM-WM contrast of T1-MRI images. As the contrast differed between centres, WM images from Centre 1 and 2 could not be pooled together for these analyses. Because images from Centre 1 showed greater GM-WM contrast, only images from Centre 1 were used in the main analyses of the article. Complementary analyses were however conducted on WM images from Centre 2 to allow a direct comparison between DTI and WM findings (see below Complementary analyses in the Result section).
2.3.3. DTI data preprocessing

Diffusion-weighted images were corrected for subject motion and eddy currents using FSL 4.1 (FMRIB Analysis Group, Oxford, UK, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Gradients were adjusted accordingly by applying the rotational part of the resulting affine transformations (Tournier et al., 2011). Nonbrain voxels were removed using FSL-BET (Smith, 2002). In order to calculate FA maps, a single diffusion tensor was fitted to the data using the fiber tractography toolkit CAMINO v. 2 (Microstructural Imaging Group, University College London, UK, http://web4.cs.ucl.ac.uk/research/medic/camino/pmwiki/pmwiki.php). FA images were then coregistered on the T1-MRI and spatially normalized using the normalization parameters obtained through the VBM5.1 routine from the corresponding T1-MRI. Resulting images were smoothed and masked (see below).

2.3.4. Resting-state fMRI data preprocessing and first-level analyses

Processing of resting-state fMRI data was adapted from Mevel et al. (2012) where the method is described and illustrated in more details. Briefly, fMRI time series were corrected for slice timing, realigned to the mean functional image using rigid body transformations, warped to a non-EPI T2* scan to reduce geometrical distortions effects (Villain et al., 2010b), spatially normalized with the T1-MRI parameters and smoothed with a 4mm FWHM kernel. A bandpass filter (0.01-0.08Hz) was then applied to the images using the AFNI toolbox and the resulting images were masked with a binary “GM-MRI-mask” created from the segmented mean GM T1 volume in conjunction with the mean non EPI-T2* volume in the MNI space (including only voxels with values above 0.25 in both mean images; see Villain et al., 2010b; Mevel et al., 2012). The resulting images were entered in the first-level fMRI data analyses. As we were interested in assessing the functional connectivity of the peak area of hypometabolism with age, the most significant peak of the comparison analysis of FDG-PET
images between young and elderly individuals was used as the centre coordinates of the seed-of-interest for the functional connectivity analyses. A 6mm radius spherical seed centred on these coordinates was thus created using the SPM MarsBar toolbox and the mean time-course in this seed-of-interest was extracted for each of the 49 individuals. Time course was also extracted in the whole brain as well as in the WM and cerebrospinal fluid using ROIs corresponding to the voxels with the highest value in the mean WM and cerebrospinal fluid images obtained from the VBM processing of T1-MRI images. These data were extracted to be used as nuisance variables in the first-level analyses of fMRI datasets.

To obtain individual functional connectivity maps, first-level functional connectivity analyses were performed. For each individual, a regression analysis was performed with the time-course in the seed-of-interest as the independent variable, the preprocessed fMRI time series as the dependent variable, and the six movement parameters generated from realignment, as well as the global, WM and cerebrospinal fluid time courses and their derivatives as nuisance covariates. The resulting individual SPM-T maps were converted to z-maps applying a Fisher’s z transform, and the corresponding individual functional connectivity z-maps were smoothed and masked (see below) before being entered in second-level group analyses.

2.3.5. Differential smoothing

Since images had different original spatial resolutions according to the imaging centre and the imaging modalities, and also taking into account the intermediate smoothing in the preprocessing of fMRI data, a differential smoothing has been applied to each imaging modality to equalize their effective smoothness (Chételat et al., 2008, 2010; Villain et al., 2008; Villain et al., 2010a). Thus, Gaussian kernels of 9.3x9.3x8.7 (x y z) mm³ for FDG-PET data from Centre 1, of 8.8 mm for FDG-PET data from Centre 2, of 10 mm for structural MRI WM data from Centre 1, of 8.7 mm for resting-state fMRI data from Centre 1 and of
9.9x9.9x9.5 mm$^3$ for DTI-FA data from Centre 2 were applied to obtain a final resolution of
10mm for all images of any centre and modality, based on the following formula: original
resolution$^2 + 1^{st}$ smooth$^2 ( + 2^{nd}$ smooth$^2) = $ final smooth$^2$ (Poline et al., 1995; Chételat et al.,
2008).

2.3.6. Final masking
All images from any modality should be masked using the same GM or WM mask so that all
analyses on GM or WM are performed on the same voxels and can thus be compared. A
conjunction was thus performed between the PET-mask (taking into account images from
both centres) and the GM MRI-mask (taking into account both the structural MRI images and
the non EPI-T2* images). All FDG-PET and RS-fMRI connectivity preprocessed and
smoothed images were then masked using this final GM conjunction mask. Similarly, all DTI-
FA and WM volume preprocessed and smoothed images were masked using a same final WM
mask corresponding to the conjunction of the WM masks from both centers. These were
obtained using the centre means of GM and WM segments and including only voxels having
greater probability of being WM than GM. The resulting masked images were entered in the
following statistical group analyses.

2.4. Statistical group analyses
The aim of this study was to assess whether there was any relationship between metabolic
changes with age, and age-related changes in structural and functional connectivity. Thus, for
each modality, two kinds of analyses were performed: group comparisons between young and
elderly, and correlations, within the elderly, between metabolic changes in the region of most
significant difference and each other modality.
For FDG-PET data, images from both centres (n=21 young and 28 elderly in Centre1 and n=19 young and 29 elderly in Centre 2) were first entered in an ANOVA with two factors (group and centre) of two levels each and controlling for gender and education. Between-group differences (young minus elderly contrast) were assessed within each centre, and a conjunction analysis was then performed on the contrast from both centres to highlight the regions showing an effect of group independent from the centre (Salmon et al., 2003). Also, the coordinates of the peak of greatest between-group difference from this analysis were used to determine the centre of a 6 mm spherical seed-of-interest as described above for the resting-state fMRI functional connectivity analysis. This seed-of-interest was also used for the regression analysis between age-related hypometabolism and the other imaging modalities. Thus, the mean FDG-PET metabolism in this seed was extracted for each individual and used as a covariate in the regression analyses described below.

Group comparison analyses were then performed for each other modality to assess differences between young and elderly individuals. Analyses on WM volume were conducted on data from Center 1 (n=21 young and 28 elderly), analyses on DTI-FA were conducted on the 19 young and 29 elderly participants from Center 2, and analyses on LIFJ connectivity were conducted on 21 young and 28 elderly participants from Center 1.

Note that for WM volume analyses, the volume of the cerebrospinal fluid obtained from the VBM routine was also entered as a nuisance variable to avoid boundary effects (i.e. effects in the boundary between the cerebrospinal fluid and the WM due to ventricular dilatation). Note also that for resting-state fMRI connectivity, one-sample analyses were first performed within the young and within the elderly to illustrate the functional connectivity of each group. Then, group comparisons were performed as for the other modalities. Finally, regression analyses were performed between metabolism in the seed-of-interest and the other modalities in regions showing a significant effect of age (using an inclusive mask
from the corresponding analysis). Thus, for WM structural MRI data for example, correlations were assessed within regions showing significant differences in the previous comparison of WM volume between young and elderly. Regression analyses were performed within the elderly using data from Center 1 (n=28) for WM volume, data from Center 2 (n=29) for DTI-FA, and data from Center 1 (n=28) for LIFJ connectivity.

Our objectives being to assess whether age-related metabolic decrease was associated with connectivity disruption, comparisons and regressions were only assessed in the expected directions (elderly < young and positive correlations). Gender and years of education were systematically controlled for in all analyses described above. Results were usually displayed with different thresholds: i) a more stringent p (FDR-corrected) threshold < 0.05 with number of contiguous voxels k > 20; note that a still more severe threshold was used if needed, i.e. if differences were significant in the whole GM or WM at p(FDR)<0.05; and ii) a more liberal threshold of p (uncorrected) 0.005 with k > 50, to avoid false negative and highlight less significant but still probably meaningful findings. Localisation in the GM (FDG-PET and functional connectivity from resting-state fMRI) was based on the atlas of the human brain from Duvernoy and Bourgouin (1999) and localisation in the WM (VBM-WM and DTI-FA) was based on the MRI atlas of the human WM from Oishi et al. (2010).

3. Results

3.1. Group comparisons

3.1.1. FDG-PET

The conjunction analysis highlighting differences between young and elderly common to both centres showed highly significant decrease metabolism in the elderly compared to the young in the entire brain GM at p_{FDR}<0.05, and even at p_{Fwe}<0.05 (see Supplementary Figure 2A), so that results were displayed at p_{Fwe}<10^{-5} to illustrate brain areas of most significant changes.
The most significant peak (MNI coordinates x y z: -56 12 28) was located in the left inferior frontal junction (LIFJ) close to the pars triangularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (BA44) in a cluster encroaching both the ventrolateral and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the anterior premotor cortex. The seed-of-interest obtained from this peak (see above) is illustrated in Figure 2. Similar differences (in terms of significance and extend) were found in the right hemisphere counterpart. The regions of most significant differences also include the insula, medial dorsal and ventral frontal areas and anterior cingulate cortex, angular gyrus and thalamus.

3.1.2. WM volume

Significant differences in WM volume predominated in two clusters, an anterior (frontal) one and a more posterior (parietal) one, none of them surviving the p FWE-corrected threshold (Supplementary Figure 2B and Figure 3). The frontal cluster involved the frontal corpus callosum (genu), the uncinate fasciculus, and the anterior part of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus. The posterior cluster included the central and parieto-occipital part of the corpus callosum (body and splenium), the posterior part of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and the posterior part of the cingulum bundle.

3.1.3. DTI

Group comparison of FA maps revealed highly significant decrease in FA in the elderly compared to the young in the entire brain WM at pFDR<0.05 (Supplementary Figure 2C). Areas of most significant differences shown at pFWE<0.05 included most frontal WM fibers (particularly the anterior part –the genu - of the corpus callosum), the fornix, the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, the rostral part of the cingulum, and the uncinate fasciculus (Figure 3). In total, the profile of WM changes was
very similar to that observed using T1-MRI WM volume maps though more significant, with an extensive overlap between both modalities when displayed at different thresholds (see Figure 3).

3.1.4. Functional connectivity

Figure 4 illustrates the results of the one-sample analyses of functional connectivity with the LIFJ for each group. In young participants, the functional connectivity of the LIFJ concerned the whole lateral frontal cortex (also extending to superior parietal areas including the lateral part of the post-central gyrus and the angular gyrus), posterior part of the middle and inferior temporal gyrus (encroaching the fusiform gyrus), anterior superior temporal gyrus, insula, and a small portion of the dorsomedial frontal cortex. In old participants the profile was similar with the exception of the temporal regions (superior, middle and inferior temporal cortex, insula and fusiform gyrus), so that connectivity included the same frontal lateral areas extending to superior parietal regions as well as a small portion of the dorsomedial frontal cortex. The profiles of LIFJ functional connectivity in both young and old participants were globally bilateral with left predominance.

The direct comparison of LIFJ functional connectivity between young and elderly revealed higher connectivity in the young participants in the insula and anterior superior and middle posterior temporal cortex, as well as a small cluster straddling both the post-central and the inferior parietal gyri (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 2D).

3.2. Regression analyses with LIFJ metabolism

To assess whether age-related changes in metabolism were related to structural or functional connectivity changes, regression analyses were performed between metabolism in the region of greatest decrease with age (the LIFJ), and WM volume, FA, and LIFJ functional
connectivity in the elderly. As mentioned above, regressions were restricted to brain areas showing a significant effect of age in the respective modality, using an explicit mask obtained from the previous analyses of group comparison and applying a statistical threshold adapted to the modality (see Supplementary Figure 2 caption). This strategy was preferred to avoid exploring the whole brain in one modality and no voxel in another modality with a fixed threshold (for example with a p(FDR)>0.05 for all modalities), but results were very similar and the conclusion remained unchanged when using different thresholds for the mask.

3.2.1. LIFJ metabolism versus WM volume
LIFJ metabolism significantly correlated to WM volume in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus and the anterior part of the corpus callosum body (Figure 5).

3.2.2. LIFJ metabolism versus FA
Significant correlations were found between LIFJ metabolism and FA in the uncinate fasciculus, the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (both surviving the FDR-corrected threshold), the rostral part of the cingulum – frontal portion of the corpus callosum, and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (Figure 6).

3.2.3. LIFJ metabolism versus functional connectivity
There was no region where LIFJ metabolism correlated with LIFJ functional connectivity.

For the sake of clarity, all the results described in details above are summed up in Figure 7.
3.3. Complementary analyses

Because of significant differences in the GM/WM contrast of T1-MRI images between both Centres, very significant Centre effects were found in the analyses of both GM and WM volume data (data not shown). For this reason and as mentioned above, only T1-MRI images from Centre 1 were included in WM volume VBM analyses, and FDG-PET images were not corrected for PVE.

However, complementary analyses were performed to ensure that 1) LIFJ hypometabolism was not merely the reflect of GM atrophy; and 2) the discrepancy between age effects on WM volume versus DTI-FA was not due to the fact that these analyses were conducted on different samples. Thus, the group comparison analysis of FDG-PET data was repeated but only including data from Centre 1 that were first corrected for PVE (PMOD Technologies Ltd., Adliswil, Switzerland). This analysis allowed to show that, using PVE-corrected FDG-PET data, LIFJ hypometabolism was recovered at the same stringent p (FWE- corrected) < 10^{-5} threshold (Supplementary Figure 3), so that it is not merely a reflect of atrophy. Second, although the segmentation clearly differed from that obtained from Centre 1 images, a separate group comparison analysis was performed using the WM volume data from Centre 2 for the sake of comparison with the group comparison analysis of DTI-FA data. The results are shown in Supplementary Figure 4 and they showed that, even when assessed from the same samples, DTI-FA showed more significant and extended age-effects compared to WM volume.

Finally, although it was not the objective of the present study, we also computed complementary analyses to provide basic information about the relationships between LIFJ hypometabolism and cognitive performances. Regression analyses were thus performed, within the elderly, between metabolism in the LIFJ seed and cognitive performances from the neuropsychological battery, selecting tests that were common between both centres and
including years of education as a covariate. We found a significant positive correlation with working memory (forward and backward digit span; \( p = 0.004 \) and 0.03 respectively) and executive functions (Trail Making Test Part B; \( p=0.03 \) - a trend was found for B-A; \( p = 0.053 \)) but not with episodic memory (immediate and delayed recall and recognition; all \( p \) values > 0.1) tasks (data not shown). Using a global cortical FDG-PET measure as covariate to assess the specificity of the relationship, only the relationship with the forward digit span remains significant.

4. Discussion
Thanks to a multimodal approach, the present study aimed at giving a comprehensive overview of the links between age-related metabolism decrease measured with FDG-PET and changes in microstructural (DTI), macrostructural (WM volume) integrity and functional connectivity. It showed that predominant frontal, and especially LIFJ, metabolic decrease with age correlated with structural but not with functional connectivity changes. More specifically significant relationships were found with both microstructural and macrostructural WM integrity in long association fronto-temporo-occipital fibers.

This study also offers a comprehensive overview of the effects of age on different imaging modalities. The findings highlight massive metabolism decrease in elderly compared to young participants in the lateral and medial frontal cortex, together with significant though less marked changes in posterior temporo-parietal and middle and superior temporal cortex. Elderly were also characterized by structural alterations of WM fibers predominating in the frontal lobe but also involving parietal and temporal fibers, with more significance for microstructural DTI-FA than for macrostructural volumetric changes, and by functional connectivity disruption between the LIFJ and the superior temporal and inferior parietal
cortex. Although this study was not specifically designed to test for regional differences in the effects of age, the most significant differences between young and elderly were observed in the frontal lobe for both metabolism and FA, suggesting a predominant effect of age in this region. This would be in line with a large amount of previous studies that have consistently demonstrated that the anterior / frontal part of the brain is the most sensitive to normal aging processes (see Introduction). The main hypothesis to explain the pattern of brain changes with age is the "last-in-first-out" or developmental theory (Grieve et al., 2005) according to which the regions that are the most sensitive to age effects are the last ones to emerge phylogenetically and ontogenetically. This applies to both metabolic changes (Kalpouzos et al., 2009) and WM deterioration where age effects predominate in associative tracts that maturated later and are thinly myelinated (Davis et al., 2009; Giorgio et al., 2010; Bartzokis et al., 2012; Kochunov et al., 2012). Two additional general comments arose from the frontal predominance of age-related changes. First, it is interesting to further highlight the contrast with the pattern found in Alzheimer’s disease where alterations predominate in the temporal and parietal lobes, in brain structures of the default mode network (Buckner et al., 2008). Second, this major involvement of the frontal lobe in normal aging agrees with the neuropsychological profile of healthy elders characterized by predominant executive deficits, given the well-known role of the prefrontal cortex in executive functions (Raz and Rodrigue, 2006, for a review). More specifically, the LIFJ region highlighted in the present study is part of an attention / frontoparietal control / executive network (Seeley et al., 2007) and is known to be critically involved in executive functions or cognitive control including working memory, task switching and inhibitory control (Brass et al., 2005; Derrfuss et al., 2012; Schroeter et al., 2012; Sundermann and Pfleiderer, 2012). That LIFJ metabolism correlated with working memory and, to a lesser degree, executive function in the present study supports
this view, though further confirmatory analyses would be needed notably to assess how specific this relation is.

The patterns of age-associated changes also highlight similarities and differences between WM changes depicted using DTI-FA versus VBM-WM volume. On the first hand, it is notable that both analyses showed consistent and clearly overlapping profiles despite the differences in the techniques and the fact that analyses were conducted on two independent subsamples. On the other hand, the effects were much more marked for FA than for volume decrease and this was also found when WM volume analyses were conducted on the same sample (see Complementary analyses in the Results section). This is consistent with previous reports showing that DTI-based measures are more sensitive than T1-derived WM volume to detect age-related changes in WM integrity (Fjell et al., 2008; Giorgio et al., 2010). This may reflect an increase sensitivity of the method, or the fact that age has a more dramatic effect on the microstructure than on the macrostructure of the WM. Both hypotheses are not exclusive, and they probably both contribute to the predominance of FA changes; DTI is expected to be more sensitive to T1-weighted MRI-based WM volume measures on the one hand, and microstructural changes may occur before and/or without macrostructural manifestation (Salat et al., 2005; Vernooij et al., 2009; Westlye et al., 2010) while the reverse is unlikely on the other hand.

The profile of functional connectivity of the LIFJ is similar to that described in Sundermann and Pfleiderer (2012; Figure 1) assessing IFJ co-activations or resting-state fMRI connectivity, and consistent with the well known fronto-parietal control network (Spreng and Schacter, 2012; see also above). In healthy elders, LIFJ connectivity was reduced in the insula, posterior part of the superior temporal cortex and inferior parietal cortex. There is no previous study assessing the effect of age on the IFJ connectivity as most previous resting-
state fMRI studies focused on the default mode network (reporting an anterior-posterior disruption within this network; see Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007, for instance) or used different approaches or seeds so that the findings are hardly comparable. However, our findings suggest a disruption of the fronto-temporal and, to a less extend fronto-parietal communication, which is consistent with the pattern of structural connectivity alteration involving frontal, parietal and temporal fibers in the present study using DTI or VBM.

The main question in this study was whether metabolism decline with age in the LIFJ, as the main peak of FDG-PET dysfunction in normal elders, correlated with structural or functional connectivity. We found that LIFL hypometabolism with age correlated with age-related structural disconnection, and these relationships mainly concern long association fibers connecting the frontal to the temporal and occipital lobes (uncinate and longitudinal fasciculus), or frontal to parietal regions (rostral cingulum) or both frontal lobes together (frontal corpus callosum). By contrast, no significant relationship was found between age-related changes in LIFL metabolism and functional connectivity. As far as we know there have only been three studies assessing the link between FDG-PET and WM tract changes. Inoue et al. (2008) correlated FA in the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum and metabolism throughout the whole brain (i.e. the reverse compared to our analysis) and found a significant relationship with FA in the genu only, and metabolism in the prefrontal cortex. Although direct comparisons between this study and ours are made difficult due to differences in the approaches (especially the use of different seeds), the results are nonetheless very close as we also found the corpus callosum genu FA to correlate with LIFJ metabolism. Kochunov et al. (2009) reported strong correlations between FA and FDG in the WM and especially in the corpus callosum. In GM cortical areas, only age-corrected correlations were reported and, though all positive (with r values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4), they were not statistically
significant. However, the relationships were strong and significant before age-correction (personal communication), which is thus consistent with our findings. Finally, Kuczynski et al. (2010) correlated FA in specific WM regions of interest and FDG-PET metabolism in 16 individuals ranging from normal to demented. Although the population differed compared to ours, they reported a significant relationship between FA in the left temporal WM – a region recovered in both our VBM-WM and DTI analyses, and metabolism in a frontal region strikingly similar to our LIFJ seed. They concluded that the major WM tracts that seem to be associated with metabolism are the longitudinal fasciculus and those associated with fronto-temporal connectivity, both tracts also found to be the most associated to LIFJ metabolism decline in the present study together with the anterior corpus callosum.

In total, although there are only few and methodologically different studies to compare with, findings are overall consistent. They indicate that the predominant LIFJ metabolism decline in normal aging, probably in part responsible for age-related cognitive control decline, is associated with structural disruption not only in frontal but also in long distant associative WM tracts. As mentioned in the Introduction, it is possible that the loss or degeneration of myelinated fibers decreases synaptic activity in surrounding or projecting cells and/or that decrease metabolism results in WM alterations because it alters myelinisation in proximate or projecting tracts or because it reflects degeneration in neuronal cell bodies itself resulting in the degeneration of associated axons. Again, showing a correlation does not indicate a causal relationship and even more does not indicate the direction of the relation i.e. whether WM disruption is responsible for metabolism decline or the reverse. Future longitudinal studies may help answering this as illustrated in Villain et al. (2010a) in Alzheimer’s disease.

There are several strengths and limitations in this study. Strengths include the voxelwise multimodal approach allowing to provide a comprehensive view on the relationships between
metabolism and connectivity changes in normal aging where different aspects of connectivity are considered (microstructural versus macrostructural; structural versus functional). The use of data from two different centres was also an advantage in the present study as it allowed to increase both young and elderly groups sample size and avoid detecting centre or sample specific findings. Moreover, a sophisticated methodology has been designed, where data preprocessing scheme was designed to limit artificial differences across modalities, and where an original scaling method has been used to annul inter-centre effects. By contrast, we decided not to correct PET data for PVE because differences in the quality of the GM segments used for PVE correction between both centres would have induced significant biases in the analyses. As a result, changes in metabolism may partly reflect volume changes. However, complementary analyses conducted on PVE-corrected PET data from a subsample of the participants (Centre 1) showed that LIFJ hypometabolism was still highly significant when correcting for PVE, i.e. a large part of it was not due to atrophy. Another limitation of the present study lay in its cross-sectional design, which may induce cohort effects. Also, as cerebrospinal fluid or PET measures of β-amyloid abnormalities have not been obtained in our samples, it is possible that the results are partly contaminated by preclinical Alzheimer’s disease-related pathological processes (Sperling et al., 2011). Finally, the present study explored the association of major age-related changes in cerebral glucose metabolism with macro- and microstructural surrogate markers as well as with measures of functional connectivity and provides, beyond the specific LIFJ-related findings, a comprehensive multimodal imaging approach. Further studies are needed, however, to complete the picture and provide, using this approach in addition to the detection of vascular and other Alzheimer’s disease-related pathologies, a comprehensive answer to the fundamental question of the age-related mechanisms of metabolism decline in association to structural and
functional connectivity as well as cognitive performance, which is crucial for the understanding of both normal aging and preclinical degenerative diseases.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CENTRE 1</th>
<th>CENTRE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YOUNG</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>28.7 ± 5.5 (21-37)</td>
<td>25.5 ± 4.1 (22-37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>13.7 ± 2.6 (10-19)</td>
<td>13.5 ± 1.6 (13-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELDERLY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>69.9 ± 6.5 (60-84)</td>
<td>69.2 ± 8.2 (60-85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>11.3 ± 3.6 (7-20)</td>
<td>12.5 ± 3.6 (9-18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Age and education are indicated in years as mean ± standard deviation (minimum, maximum).
**Figure captions**

**Figure 1**: Preprocessing scheme of RSfMRI, WM volume from T1-weighted MRI (VBM), DTI-FA and FDG-PET data (see text for details).
Figure 2: Results of the group comparison of FDG-PET data from Centre 1 and Centre 2 (conjunction analysis; elderly < young; p(FWE)<10^{-5}) superimposed on axial slices (MNI z coordinate indicated on the bottom right of each slice). The LIFJ seed is indicated in red.
Figure 3: Results of the group comparisons (elderly < young) of WM volume data from Centre 1 (yellow; p(FDR)<0.05, k>20) and DTI data from Centre 2 (red; p(FWE)<0.05, k>20) superimposed on one axial slice (MNI z =0) and on sagittal slices (MNI x coordinate indicated on the top right of each slice). This figure illustrates the striking overlap between both profiles of WM alteration despite the fact that they were obtained using different techniques (VBM on T1-MRI versus FA with DTI) and two independent samples. The results were however more significant using DTI-FA as a more severe statistical threshold was used for DTI than for WM volume to obtain comparable extent of results.
Figure 4: Results of the resting-state fMRI LIFJ functional connectivity analyses. A: Results of the one-sample analysis in the young participants from Centre 1 (p(FDR)<0.05; k>20). This figure illustrates the normal functional connectivity of the LIFJ, and the slices have been selected for the sake of comparison with one previous study reporting the coactivations and functional connectivity of the LIFJ (Sundermann and Pfleiderer, 2012; Figure 1; x or y coordinates indicated in the upper right of each slice). B: Results of the one-sample analysis in the young (red) and old (yellow) participants (both at p(FDR)<0.05; k>20) centred on the two most significant peaks where elderly showed lower connectivity compared to young.
subjects in the group comparison analysis for the sake of illustration. C: Results of the group comparison (elderly < young; p(uncorrected)<0.005, k>50) centred on the two most significant peaks and their corresponding statistics.
Figure 5: Results of the regression analysis between LIFJ metabolism and WM volume within the elderly (uncorrected p<0.005; k>50) superimposed on sagittal and axial slices centred on the two significant cluster peaks and their corresponding statistics.
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Figure 6: Results of the regression analysis between LIFJ metabolism and DTI-FA within the elderly (uncorrected p<0.005; k>50) superimposed on sagittal and axial slices centred on the six significant cluster peaks and their corresponding statistics.
Figure 7: Sum-up of all the results of the present study including the group comparison analyses on the four imaging modalities (top row) and the correlation analyses between LIFJ FDG-PET metabolism and the three other neuroimaging modalities within the elderly (down row). Age-related decrease of metabolism and alteration of WM integrity in elderly compared to young subjects overall predominated in the frontal lobe and were found to be massive for FDG-PET and DTI-FA, less but still important for WM volume, while LIFJ functional connectivity was only slightly modified. Age-related LIFJ metabolism decrease with age was found to correlate with WM macroscopic (WM volume) and microscopic (DTI-FA) integrity, especially in long association fronto-temporo-occipital fibers, but not to functional connectivity.